Today changes begin today

By PATRICK O'DONNELL

Several security changes, including the addition of a regular "shuttle" by Escort Services, are scheduled to take effect today.

The University announced the schedule of the changes Friday, including a schedule for the study of the two men accused of running a University voter registration office.

"The changes are designed to increase public awareness of the security threats that University students, faculty, and visitors face," said College senior Bart Jacobson. "We want to make sure that students are aware of the threats that they face, and that they take appropriate steps to protect themselves.

Several University departments approved these measures late last week, including the University Council Security Committee, which is responsible for oversight of the University's security

Rally on Green also draws opposition to militant buildup

By ANDREW LIBERT

The Undergraduate Assembly is pushing to add an extra security fee to every undergraduate student's car for the upcoming academic year.

"We want to make sure that students have the resources they need to protect themselves, and that they have a safe environment in which to learn," said UA member Jen Strom. "We want to make sure that students are aware of the threats that they face, and that they take appropriate steps to protect themselves.

According to UA member Jamie Hayes, who sponsored the funding surcharge proposal, "We want to make sure that students have the resources they need to protect themselves, and that they have a safe environment in which to learn."
Please RECYCLE this DP

When does a date become a crime?

It happens when a man forces a woman to have sex against her will. And even when it involves college students, it's still considered a criminal offense. A felony. Punishable by prison. So if you want to keep a good time from turning into a bad one, try to keep this in mind.

When does a date become a crime?

When she says "No". And he refuses to listen.

Against her will is against the law.

If you are a woman or man with questions about or experiences with sexual violence, call
Penn Women's Center @ 588-8611 or
Women Organized Against Rape (24 hr.) 922-3434

Backstreet Cafe temporarily closed
Backstreet Cafe, a popular bar on 4th and Sansom streets, closed after its liquor license expired on October 1. The owners of the cafe said that they would reopen as soon as the license is renewed. However, there was no official timeline provided.

In Brief
Backstreet Cafe, a popular bar on 4th and Sansom streets, closed after its liquor license expired on October 1. The owners of the cafe said that they would reopen as soon as the license is renewed. However, there was no official timeline provided.

BLOOMERS ANNOUNCES AUDITIONS
Please read the information below carefully. Black Graduate Students. General meeting. 8:00 pm. HRN Black College Association. Anderson Hall 3rd floor Logan Hall.

The Daily Pennsylvanian
Parents' Weekend:
They came, they saw, they paid for dinner

Parents and other relatives swarmed the campus the past few days for Parents' Weekend. The grandparents of College freshmen Jonathan Kahn (TOP) follow the lead of many families and pose for pictures with Ben on Locust Walk. Joel Nadel (ABOVE LEFT) takes few moments to study some TEP history during the fraternity's post-football reception. He is joined at the reception by Stephanie Lerman and Holly Lieber (ABOVE RIGHT). Steve and Judy Anderstich (ABOVE CENTER), the parents of College freshman Allison Anderstich, take in brunch at Kings Court-English House.
Goones announces city bailout plan

The plan has also depend on the 1.0 billion that the government is willing to give to the city. It is estimated that the city would need 1.0 billion just to make ends meet and to cover its expenses.

The plan also depends on the 1.0 billion that the government is willing to give to the city. It is estimated that the city would need 1.0 billion just to make ends meet and to cover its expenses.
UA has plan to raise money for activities
Edited by LAURA SANTINI

Vonnegut to speak today

Author Vonnegut to speak today

Author Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., whose sarcastic and unconventional works are among other things, won the prestigious World Fantasy Award in 1993 for his novel "Slaughterhouse Five." He will speak tonight as a part of the UA President's Lecture Series, sponsored by President Klein and the group is especially excited about bringing a well-known non-fiction speaker who is not a politician or scholar. "It should be a kind of wild experiment," Klein said.

By LAURA SANTINI

The UA statement opposes the revised policy because the word "Oriental" has negative connotations and that no other Ivy League school uses the term in a department name.

Councilman Joe Pyser, who is not a UA member, proposed a resolution at the end of last night's meeting calling for the UA's "subversive support" of the University's final ruling on the matter. The UA would oppose "any suggestion or proposal that the university does not consider" the final ruling on the matter.
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CUPID, ROTC look into voting mixup

CUPID, from page 1

The forms at CUPID discovered that they were not on roll had not received their confirmation.

Sanders also pointed out that CUPID officials were not responsible for the registration forms. CUPID provided the space in Hutchinson Gymnasium for ROTC to run the booths.

According to Bob Lee, an election miner said he did not know whether ROTC and CUPID officials had decided who was responsible for mailing the registrations. Students registered at CUPID this fall.

Sanders said that a few ROTC staffers said they were not on voter rolls had not received their confirmation.
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Humane society proposes pet breeding ban

SAL MATOY, California — Local humane society officials are proposing for cenatus to ban breeding of dogs and cats. It is not that they are against pet owners and litterers, just that it is also killing viable unwanted animals each year. The debate over the proposed breeding ban is running into a clash between those fighting by responsible owners and pet breeders, and those who believe that pet owners who must euthanize hundreds of those pets' poorer cousins each year.

"What is really in what we've been doing, killing, is..." said Kim Stroth, executive director of the Peninsula Humane Society. "I think it's crazy that it's become acceptable to kill dogs and cats, and pets."

Under the proposal, believed to be the first of its kind in the nation, pet owners in Marin County would have to spay or neuter. Opponents argue that it is unenforceable.

"I don't even want to see people who allow their ani-

College freshmen Kimberly Mutcherson (front center) and her parents James and Katherine Mutcherson, along with College Freshman Peyton Alexander (back left) and her mother, June, take part in a seminar for the parents of Black students in the Franklin Room of Houston Hall on Saturday.

Iraq offers to go to a summit but wants conditions

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Iraq said yesterday it would attend a proposed meeting with Western leaders if the agenda included the Palestinian issue, but it said it would not negotiate for a peaceful solution.

The Iraqi offer came in response to an appeal by the French foreign minister, Roland Dumas, who said such a meeting could be a "new and last chance" to resolve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

"If you put show and prize animals as one value and all other animals to one value that might potentially save 15,000 dogs or cats a year. I think the time is right," Nolan said.

"I would challenge anyone to show anyone another living, in competition, at a competitive price," the show's "happy snip-it" editors, that were certainly interested in their animal to anybody for sale, he said.

"I know what kind of animal he is, and that's not necessary," said Denver-based political consultant David Bailey. "I know what the animal's attributes are, in a whole lot of different ways."

Teen-age heart-liver recipient dies

PHILADELPHIA — Sharon, the world's first heart-liver transplant recipient, died yesterday at age 61, a hospital spokeswoman said.

"The Texas Teenager," as she was known to her Children's Hospital nurses, died Saturday after she complained of the symptoms she had been experiencing.

"I call it to children's Blood."

The story of a few of the 180,000 Black men who fought in the Persian Gulf region, this fall, teen-agers campaign to secure the 2010 census. They have been in the front lines in every election since 1968, according to the director of the Institute of Human Resource Management, which represents the 180,000 Black men who fought in the Persian Gulf region.
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HHS official speaks at dinner

By JOANNA WEXLER

Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

Addressing the Third Annual Career Dinner for women at the Faculty Club Thursday night, Undersecretary of Health and Human Services Constance McNeely Horner told members of the audience that they should concentrate on family, earning money and to spend more time strengthening ties with the family, neighborhood and.

"The work of rearing children for both men and women is the single most important work that this country has right now," Horner said.

"When I graduated from Penn, it wasn't appropriate to find a career," Horner, 50, said. "It was appropriate to find a husband and have a family. Students, faculty and administrators agreed Horner's speech and said she gave them encouragement for the future.

Susan Catherwood, chairperson of the Board of Trustees, praised Horner and said she was especially happy about the "wonderful" balance that the Royal College Dinner for women at the Faculty Club Monday, in order to enhance the quality of life for women at University, according to organizers.

U. to bus support group to court hearings

BUS, from page 1

Scheduled for hearings are Christopher Turner, 24, of Hollidaysburg, Pennsylvania, and Allan Waters, 23, of the 1300 block of S. Ruby Street, Philadelphia. Christian is charged with aggravated assault, robbery and simple assault, and to make their families their primary concern.

Strohl said today how to handle the incident, the family has repeatedly tried to make the matter as private as possible.

"We don't want to make a huge issue out of this if she doesn't want anyone to," Strohl said.

And, she said, a busload of mostly-black neighborhood to show con-

"I definitely feel for Robby Koeppel, and the people who did it should be punished," she said. "But I think needing a bus there can really brighten racial tensions and I think it can really backfire."

"Some people in the community feel unsafe," she said.

"I think it's kind of annoying when [there are interruptions from] the Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity people on the walk," Hirsch. "I think it's kind of annoying with these fraternity people on the walk."

"We'll go under if we don't correct the problem."

"When I graduated from Penn, it wasn't appropriate to find a career," Horner, 50, said. "It was appropriate to find a husband and have a family. Students, faculty and administrators agreed Horner's speech and said she gave them encouragement for the future.

Susan Catherwood, chairperson of the Board of Trustees, praised Horner and said she was especially happy about the "wonderful" balance.

The Royal College Dinner for women at the Faculty Club Monday, in order to enhance the quality of life for women at University, according to organizers.
Camping Apartments is blasted away the competition. Why?... you ask... we offer:
- The finest Quality Housing in University City
- Premium Locations
- Greater security
- And you are important to us.
But hurry, only a select few remain. 2 one bedroom units from $395 and 2 bedrooms from $545. Call now 382-1300.

Weather and conditions hamper Women's Cross-Country's ECACs performance.

ECAC, from page 14
Fresh with a devilish finish between the two regions, and a 175 yard dash in the region. Women's Cross-Country has been out of hand in both regions.
"I was expecting to at least make Nationals," said a disappointed senior. "Margaret usually is because she thought would come ahead of me. They weren't supposed to be there. I thought that I would lose to Margaret, but I didn't know if I would repeat my All-American performance."
Part of the team's and Landry's performances may be attributed to the terrible conditions. When it rained, poured. On a course which was already con-

Juniors Virginia Mattingly, who was only supposed to run well enough to possibly capture a bid to the Nationals, placed fourth for Penn at sixth. Junior captain made it very tough to keep our positions down these hills.
"It was very hard to keep the positions," Mattingly said. "Everyone got knocked down instead of paying attention to who was around me. The conditions made it very crowded. Because of the puddles, everyone scattered to find dry land."
Penn did not blame the outcome on the weather alone. Everyone had to run in the same conditions, and therefore, the Quakers still should have been able to come out on top. The conditions made the race less predictable. Landry noted, "The more unpredictable the conditions, the harder it was. Last year, when some team members were out and others didn't. This year everyone did run in their full addition."
"If we had run a good race, it would have been a close one," Mattingly said. "But the conditions allowed us to do anything to happen."
Rain saves day for Football vs. Harvard

The last score the Quakers had of the day. When both McNickon and starting quarter- back Eric Hull were forced out because of injuries intrinsic knee and back squirm, respectively, for- mer starter Joe Frenesha came in to help. But that was the last that Harvard would see of the endzone until the third quarter. The Quakers couldn’t get the ball into the endzone for the deciding factors in the game, al- though the Crimson did drive on the last drive and the defense from an offensive standpoint.

And many thanks to whoever sent in the rain.

---

Rain saves day for Football vs. Harvard

Though Leadership on Key Issues in the Financial Services Industry

First Manhattan Consulting Group has a few Research Analyst openings each year for graduating seniors who are highly motivated, quantitatively oriented, have good PC skills and can communicate well. You will work directly with senior people in an environment where your contribution is recognized and handsomely rewarded.

If you have brains, drive, and the grades and experience to prove it, we would like to meet you.

FMCG will be conducting on-campus interviews at the University of Pennsylvania on Wednesday, February 13, 1991.

Please see your recruiting office for further details.

So you wanna be a swami?

Off course you do. everybody wants to be one of the few, the proud, the omniscient.

Well all you lunkheads out there who think you got what it takes to swamize with the great ones, this is your shot at prime time.

But that was the last that Harvard would see of the endzone until the third quarter. The Quakers couldn’t get the ball into the endzone for the deciding factors in the game, although the Crimson did drive on the last drive and the defense from an offensive standpoint.
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Please see your recruiting office for further details.

So you wanna be a swami?

Off course you do. everybody wants to be one of the few, the proud, the omniscient.

Well all you lunkheads out there who think you got what it takes to swamize with the great ones, this is your shot at prime time.

But that was the last that Harvard would see of the endzone until the third quarter. The Quakers couldn’t get the ball into the endzone for the deciding factors in the game, although the Crimson did drive on the last drive and the defense from an offensive standpoint.
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Haran turns Penn's 2nd half punts into adventure

PUNTS from page 14

and — a lot of help from the
Penn defense — made the Crim-
sen one-handed punt, two tipped
punts and one more hurried point
in the final half of academic

With the Quakers clanging to a 28-21 lead and eight minutes
remaining in the game, Harvard's
Mark D'Amico missed a 36yard
Robert Smith covered the ball for
the Crimson at the Quakers' 1yard
line. It was Harvard's sixth blocked
punt of the season, the Crimson in
game position to tie the score after
effecting the second half goal.

"The block got us back in the
game," coach Ray Wolf said. "That's
the only time this year that it
hit a hand. We didn't get that done.
"Although Harvard once

The game was another
occasion for the big
whole, by mauling
punt. This time, the
Quakers had a

OUT N. 1: Don't
care who is 1.

"They're the worst thing you can do, since things
start going south, and, all of a sudden you
start looking everywhere. I've told
me to do this..."

The Crimson also came
close to winning the game
carried to the curb, the
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Giants keep on rolling over NFL

ANACHEM, Calif. — Phil Simms completed 18 of 21 passes and threw two touchdowns yesterday as the New York Giants, efficient in almost every phase of the game, handed the Los Angeles Rams their first loss in eight games.

The Rams, off to their best start ever, ran well, passed well, played solid defense and were virtually score-free against the Rams, who hadn't beaten New York in such a form since 1983.

In the first three quarters yesterday, the Giants committed a fumble, intercepted a pass and fumbled a kickoff return.

The Rams' three short-range touchdown runs came on the Giants' mistakes. So far in the first quarter of the game, the Rams had scored in each of their last three meetings.

The Rams (3-6) seriously threatened only once, early in the third quarter when they took advantage of a fumble by Giants in punt play 25-yards within 16-3. But the Rams came right back, scoring on a 20-yard running drive, with Mark Haynes gaining 14 yards, to increase the margin to 19-3. The Rams also stopped the Giants' last two drives.

The Giants also stopped the Rams' running game, with Cadillac Gage leading the Los Angeles runners with 63 yards in 12 carries.

Jurisdiction

I. PATI, Minn. — Minnesota Vikings quarterback Vanquish Simms was expected to be charged with a crime after he allegedly endangered the team by leaving the first-quarter sideline brawl, rallied the Quakers to four consecutive first-half touchdowns.

Pittsburgh defensive back Daylon Craig, inspired by a first-quarter fumble recovery,全面推进了Penn State's 52-7 victory over Maine.
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Attention Freshmen Men Fraternity Bid Night

TONITE
Monday, Nov. 12, 1990
in Logan Hall Room 17 • 7 pm

There is a $15 bid card fee to be paid this evening.

If you wish to become a member of any fraternity you must attend this meeting.
**Sports**

**V-ball spikes Tigers for Ivy title**

By SCOTT WYNNBERRY

Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

EASTERN HEMISPHERE — The Penn women's volleyball team had its worst outing of the season. The Quakers' 11-7 loss to the Harvard Crimson at Franklin Field on Saturday night brought them a second place finish in the Ivy Leagues ahead of the University of Pennsylvania, 5-1, and Harvard's second place finish, 4-3.

The Quakers had a loss in the first game of the series, 15-9, and in the second, 15-8. On Saturday, the Quakers had a chance to win, but the Crimson defeated them, 15-10 and 15-14.

**Tigers rack up two wins over Quakers**

By AMANDA RYKOFF

Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

The Yale Athletic Boosters will have something to remember with the two wins over the Quakers on Saturday. The Tigers defeated the Quakers in the first game, 15-10, and in the second, 15-14.

The Quakers had a chance to win, but the Crimson defeated them, 15-9 and 15-8. On Saturday, the Quakers had a chance to win, but the Crimson defeated them, 15-10 and 15-14.

The Yale men's basketball team completed a sweep of the Ivy League with a 75-68 victory over the Quakers on Saturday. The Tigers defeated the Quakers in the first game, 15-10, and in the second, 15-14.

The Quakers had a chance to win, but the Crimson defeated them, 15-9 and 15-8. On Saturday, the Quakers had a chance to win, but the Crimson defeated them, 15-10 and 15-14.

**R&B scrimmage results in 32-32 tie**

By JOHN DI PAOLO

Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

The Penn men's basketball team showed some flash in its annual Red and Blue scrimmage Saturday afternoon in the Palestra. The Crimson and the Bears were able to trade points, but in the end, the Crimson defeated the Bears, 75-68.

The Bears were able to trade points, but in the end, the Crimson defeated the Bears, 75-68.

The Crimson and the Bears were able to trade points, but in the end, the Crimson defeated the Bears, 75-68.

The Bears were able to trade points, but in the end, the Crimson defeated the Bears, 75-68.

**Women's X-C fails to qualify for Nationals**

By ERREN CANNER

Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

While the pouring rain in Philadelphia helped the Quakers explore the edge of the course, but the pouring rain in New Canaan, Conn., was the help of al all at Penn. The Quakers were able to trade points, but in the end, the Crimson defeated the Bears, 75-68.
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